
Sports Apparel Market to Reach $248.1 Billion,
Globally, by 2026 at 5.1% CAGR

Sports Apparel

rise in participation of women in sports

and fitness activities fuels the sports

apparel market growth.

PORTLAND, OREGON, UNITED STATES,

February 8, 2023 /EINPresswire.com/ --

According to a new report published by

Allied Market Research, titled, "Sports

Apparel Market by End User and

Distribution Channel: Opportunity

Analysis and Industry Forecast, 2018-

2026," the sports apparel market size

was valued at $167.7 billion in 2018

and is estimated to reach $248.1 billion

by 2026, registering a CAGR of 5.1%

from 2019 to 2026.  

Get Sample PDF Of This Report: https://www.alliedmarketresearch.com/request-sample/711  

In 2018, the men end user segment accounted for more than half of the share in the total sports

apparel market and is expected to grow at a CAGR of 4.6% throughout the forecast period. U.S. is

one of the prominent regions in the market that accounted for a sizeable share of the total

market in 2018.  Sports apparel are mainly worn during workout sessions or while playing

sports. They are designed to provide comfort and agility while performing physical movements.

Sports apparel are made using breathable fabrics that allow sweat to evaporate faster, helping

the person wearing it remains fresh for long. Polyester, microfiber, calico, and spandex are some

of the most commonly used fabrics in the production of these clothing. Initially, the sports

apparel was mostly worn by athletes but, with time, it has become quite common with regular

gym-goers and other non-athletes. 

The sports apparel market has witnessed significant growth over the years and is expected to

grow at a steady pace during the forecasted period. The factors that drive the sports apparel

market growth include growth in health awareness and increase in adoption of fitness activities

such as aerobics, swimming, running, and yoga among consumers. Moreover, rise in
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participation of women in sports and fitness activities along with celebrity endorsement has

paved the way for sports apparel. Additionally, increase in disposable income and improvement

in living standards in the emerging countries such as China and India along with rise in affinity of

consumers in emerging economies toward health and fitness further boost the demand for

fitness apparel. 

The report segments the global sports apparel market on the basis of end user, distribution

channel, and region. On the basis of end user, the market is divided into children, men, and

women. Based on distribution channel, it is segmented into E-commerce,

supermarket/hypermarket, brand outlets, and discount stores. On the basis of region, the

market is studied across North America, Europe, Asia-Pacific, and LAMEA. 

According to the sports apparel market analysis in 2018, the men end user segment generated

the highest revenue in 2018 and is expected to remain dominant throughout the forecast period.

This can be attributed to higher participation of men in sports. However, the women end user

segment is expected to grow at the highest CAGR throughout the forecast period. This is due to

growing participation of women in sports coupled with increased frequency of product launch,

which directly caters the demand for women’s apparel. 

Buy Now & Get Exclusive Discount on this Report:

https://www.alliedmarketresearch.com/checkout-final/95370fdb8a2d28cc686e4a1399ca272f  

In 2018, discount store was the most prominent segment accounting for maximum share in the

global sports apparel market. This can be attributed to the beneficial options such as discounts

and trial before purchase as well as the benefit of immediate gratification. However, the e-

commerce segment is expected to witness the highest growth, owing to increase in penetration

of internet and online shopping. 

Based on the sports apparel market forecast, U.S. accounted for the maximum share in the

global market in 2018 and is expected to remain dominant during the forecast period. This can

be attributed to higher expenditure of the consumers on fitness apparel due to it being

considered a style statement. Moreover, developed retail structure and celebrity brand

endorsements help push sales in this region. 

Key Findings of the Sports Apparel Market : 

The sports apparel market was valued at 167.7 billion in 2018 and is estimated to reach $248.1

billion by 2026, growing at a CAGR of 5.1% through the forecast period. 

Based on end user, the women segment would witness the fastest growth, registering a CAGR of

5.6% during the forecast period. 

In 2018, based on end user, the men segment held the highest share, accounting for more than
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half of the global market share. 

In 2018, China was the most prominent market in the Asia-Pacific region and is expected to grow

at a significant CAGR throughout the forecast period. 

North America was the dominant region in 2018, accounting for more the one third of the global

sports apparel market share. 

The key players profiled in this global sports apparel market include Adidas AG, Nike, Inc., Puma

SE, Under Armour, Inc., Ralph Lauren Corporation, Umbro Ltd., Fila, Inc, Lululemon Athletica

Incorporation, New Balance Athletic Shoe, Inc., and Columbia Sportswear Company. 

To Get in-depth Information Connect to Analyst: https://www.alliedmarketresearch.com/connect-

to-analyst/711  
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About Us 

Allied Market Research (AMR) is a full-service market research and business-consulting wing of

Allied Analytics LLP based in Portland, Oregon. Allied Market Research provides global

enterprises as well as medium and small businesses with unmatched quality of "Market

Research Reports" and "Business Intelligence Solutions." AMR has a targeted view to provide

business insights and consulting to assist its clients to make strategic business decisions and

achieve sustainable growth in their respective market domain. 

Pawan Kumar, the CEO of Allied Market Research, is leading the organization toward providing

high-quality data and insights. We are in professional corporate relations with various companies

and this helps us in digging out market data that helps us generate accurate research data tables

and confirms utmost accuracy in our market forecasting. Each and every data presented in the

reports published by us is extracted through primary interviews with top officials from leading
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companies of domain concerned. Our secondary data procurement methodology includes deep

online and offline research and discussion with knowledgeable professionals and analysts in the

industry.
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